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The Pathways model provides a framework for assessing the current conditions of a state—
governance, economic, and social—and the direction in which it may be headed

Analytic Uses of Pathways
• Systematically evaluate conditions in a state to determine its current status
• Identify factors driving its trajectory or blocking future progress (good or bad) along a specific path
• Generate indicators and warnings for decline, fragmentation, or hostile transformation
• Identify possible points of leverage for moving on to, or further along, a pathway toward improvement

2018 Afghanistan 
Assessment

2019 Rapid Updated Assessment of 
Afghanistan Muddling Pathways

Today…

Use this analysis to explore 
how examination of one 

region can yield insights into 
global competition and 

conflict 
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T1:  Significant in all historical cases examined     
T2:  Appears in majority of cases      
T3:  Indicated by some cases

NSI Pathways™ Afghanistan: Comparative Overview of Findings

2018: Overall, AFG was muddling along
2019: Still muddling, closer to muddling down 
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								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 
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								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018		Pathway change?		2019								Muddling KEY
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						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018		Pathway change?		2019

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 
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GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being
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						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 
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								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 
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								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018 Assessment		Pathway change in 2019?										Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Pathway change in 2019?		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 
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												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states
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														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being
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						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 






Dimension Tables & Key (3)



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key (2)



								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018		Pathway change?		2019								Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018		Pathway change?		2019

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum





												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

								 US |Ru |PRC														Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens



								US		 C. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 D. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 E. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 F. Increase international influence

										 G. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being

















Sheet2



						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 






Dimension Tables & Key (3)



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key (2)



								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018		Pathway change?		2019								Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018		Pathway change?		2019																												Pathway Change

				Dimension: Social																																				Improve

				T1		 Social mobility 																																		No Change

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration																																		Worsen

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 
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								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum





												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

								 US |Ru |PRC														Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens



								US		 C. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 D. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 E. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 F. Increase international influence

										 G. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being
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						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 






Dimension Tables & Key (2)



								2018 Assessment		Pathway change in 2019?								2018 Assessment		Pathway change in 2019?										Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance										Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty								T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 										 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law										 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation								T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power										 Economic growth

						 Provision of services										 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy										 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights										 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 										 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage								T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Pathway change in 2019?

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being
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						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 
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How Does This Relate to Global Competition and Conflict?


Dimension Tables & Key (3)



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key (2)



								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018		Pathway change?		2019								Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018		Pathway change?		2019																												Pathway Change

				Dimension: Social																																				Improve

				T1		 Social mobility 																																		No Change

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration																																		Worsen

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum





								GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS				How does a failed AFG affect 
INDIVIDUAL GP Interests?										Relatonship BETWEEN GP interests globally

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

								All		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens



								US		 C. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 D. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								RU | PRC		 E. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 F. Increase international influence

										 G. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum
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				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being

















Sheet2



						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 
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How Does This Relate to Global Competition and Conflict?


Dimension Tables & Key (3)



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key (2)



								2018		Pathway change?		2019								2018		Pathway change?		2019								Muddling KEY

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018		Pathway change?		2019																												Pathway Change

				Dimension: Social																																				Improve

				T1		 Social mobility 																																		No Change

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration																																		Worsen

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













Dimension Tables & Key



								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Governance												Dimension: Economic																		Down		Along		Up

				T1		 Strength of national gov't sovereignty										T1		 Transportation infrastructure

						 Institutional capacity 												 Unemployment rate

				T2		 Strength of rule of law												 Skilled labor force

						 Internal revenue generation										T2		 Water access

						 Separation of power												 Economic growth

						 Provision of services												 Economic diversity 

						 Civic engagement / political efficacy												 Foreign investment and trade

						 Human and civil rights												 Financial infrastructure

				T3		 National identity 												 Reliance on foreign aid/loans

						 Corruption and patronage										T3		 Corruption









								2018 Assessment		Change Observed		2019 Assessment

				Dimension: Social

				T1		 Social mobility 

				T2		 Intergroup tolerance / integration

						 Social cleavages

						 Popular support for political violence

						 Basic needs satisfaction

						 Equality of access to services 

				T3		 Physical Safety 













GP interests AFG&Global  

												How does a failed AFG affect GP Interests?										Relatonship b/w GP interests GLOBALLY

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

						GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS		US | Ru | PRC		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens

										 C. Ensure global security and stability

										 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states



								US		 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								Ru | PRC		 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 H. Increase international influence

										 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum





								GLOBAL POWER INTERESTS				How does a failed AFG affect 
INDIVIDUAL GP Interests?										Relatonship BETWEEN GP interests globally

												US				Russia		PRC				US						Ru- PRC

																						Russia				PRC

								All		 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength

										 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens



								US		 C. Maintain existing rules-based international order

										 D. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms



								RU | PRC		 E. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival

										 F. Increase international influence

										 G. Decrease economic vulnerability 



														Strong Positive										Identical

														Weak Positive										Complementary

														Neutral										Competitive

														Weak Negative										Conflicting

														Strong Negative										Zero-Sum















Sheet1



				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen				Some progress addressing institution’d inequality or discrimination

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues				Meaningful progress on anti-corruption measures

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being				Gov’t willingness & capability to effectively address grievances

				Well-established patronage networks continue

				Destabilizing economic conditions and events

				Decreasing proportion of population able to meet basic needs

				Long-standing racial/ethnic/social disputes increase in salience

				Events/conditions that perpetuate social conflict, intolerance, & violence

				Continued perception of inequality between groups and little social mobility





				Events or conditions that further weaken or destabilize the gov’t 				Increased control over, capability, and funding for security forces

				No or insufficient education or training of workers to enable a skilled labor force				Improved training for and adherence to legal codes and statutes

				Gov't perceived as increasingly ineffective and/or unrepresentative 				Improved provision of services

				Incompetent / ineffective economic management 				Greater investment in transportation infrastructure

				Water access fails to improve or continues to worsen

				Some institutionalized discrimination continues

				Threats to physical safety continue to compromise civil rights or econ well-being

















Sheet2



						Events / Conditions   that Weaken Gov't		 Unskilled Labor Force		Gov’t Perceived as  Ineffective / Unrepresentative		Incompetent / Ineffective Econ Management 		 Poor Water Access 		Institutionalized Discrimination		Threats to Physical Safety		Security Forces		Legal Codes / Statutes		Provision of Services





				Relevant US Interest(s)

				Relevant Chinese Interest(s)



				Relevant Russian Interest(s)



				Evaluation of potential GCC influence





Interests_AFG_Global

																						In General?						In Afghanistan?

		US		Russia		China														Great Power Interests		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

		✓		✓		✓														 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

						✕														 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional stability 		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

																				Strengthen alliances/partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓						✓

																				Regime survival				✓		✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓		✕

																				 Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																				 Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓

																				 Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 Maintain rules-based international order		✓

																				 Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓

																				 Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 Increase international influence				✓		✓

																				 Defend sovereignty 				✓		✓

																				 Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓





																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



																												Assoc'd Objectives in Afghanistan?

																				US, China, and Russia Global Interests 		US		Russia		China		US		Russia		China

																				 A. Promote domestic prosperity and economic strength		✓		✓		✓

																				 B. Ensure security of borders and citizens		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 C. Ensure regional security and stability		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																				 D. Strengthen alliances & partnerships w/ like-minded states		✓		✓		✓

																				 E. Maintain existing rules-based international order		✓						✓

																				 F. Maintain dominant status of political & cultural norms		✓						✓

																				 G. Ensure regime legitimacy and survival				✓		✓

																				 H. Increase international influence				✓		✓				✓		✓

																to do with regime security and influence 				 I. Defend sovereign rights of states [remove] 				✓		✓						✓

																an objective				 J. Decrease economic vulnerability 				✓		✓						✓



												We categorize state interests in the following way: 

												nat'l security 

												econ 

												ident and ideo 

												etc								 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

																						✓		✕		✓		✓		✕		✓

										Let's go back to the pathways stuff, what are the major blocks that AFG faces?

										What are the things that stop from going up and down?										 Increase security around energy interests		✓		✓		✓						✓

										Thinking about ONLY AFG, which ones of these do each of the 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		✓		✓		✓		✓				✓

																						✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										E.g., stuff stopping going down, which one of these does each three										 Assert great power status		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓		✓

										ECON: 										Promote prosperity and economic strength		✓				✓

										What's stopping from muddling up?												✓		✓		✓						✓

										Mainly x, y, z														✓		✓

										WHO out of the US, China, and Russia has motivation (relate to interests) and who has capability?

										yes for motivation and no for cap 

										or low medium high 

										think about interests re: outcome for a stable AFG 										Interests		Sources

										Where is the greatest congruence b/w motivation for all three?										 Combat spread of Islamic radicalism and terror		Worchan (2019) -- Russia White Paper; Kangas, Ibid

										China has incentive to help ECON? (BRI, energy)										 Maintain rules-based international order		NSI Deep Dive

										US has incentive ECON (save money, feed stabilty, decrease terrorism)										 Ensure security of borders and citizens		NSI Deep Dive

										Only looking at AFG, we would expect that US and China should cooperate on 										 Increase security around energy interests		NSI Deep Dive

										building AFG economically 										 Lay groundwork for economic development		NSI Deep Dive

										but when we pull out and look globally 										 Ensure regional stability 

										At same time, US doesn't want Chian to increase influence in the region										 Assert great power status		Katz (2019) - Russia White Paper

										Not necessarily the case if look at geo-political interests

																				Pulling from interest work doing for deep dives

										Internal stuff for AFG, how changed, blah 										achieved in different regions thruogh different objectives

										Things still problematic 										what we can se ehere is that russia and china asserting great power status by increasing influence

										Pushing them down 										AFG offers oppotyunity to do this by decreasing US influence… 

										stopping from going up 

										AFG can't solve this itself so what are the chances that you're going to get coordinated action										Initially pathways project developed for different project only for AFG

										b/c russia, US, and China										current interest work… preliminary findings… how global interests manifest itself in AFG 

										Where are the spoilers?										what objectives relate to global interests

										No benefit from AFG becoming failed state?										which ones are their inconsistent objectives vs. inconsistent and what AFG needs

										So why is there no coordination?										what does this say about potential for gettign better or gettign worse for AFG based on what it needs?

										On these dimensions?										Cooperation between the three?

										Geo-political competitoin 										What is the lesson that we can learn from this? 

																				Even if we can say why doesn't russia and china help us with AFG?

										How does this relate to the topic of the conference, global power competition?										What is the lesson learner here?

										Use AFG as example of how and why we need to think globally 										if we look at AFG only in isolation, room for cooperation among all three? b/c no one wants decline

										as well as specifically about these types of question										everyone concerned about global terrorism etc. and near to China/russia backyard

										states which have global interests don't respond to discreete events or individual coountries in isolation but think about 										if just AFG, expect potential for cooperation to be fairly high

										how their actions will affect state as well as also thinking about actions in that state propagate through their entire interests 										But why we need ot think globally b/c we see at that level, all three power have global goals and objectives and motivation to screw the US

										at the global level. 										Econ gains to be made for China/russia, BRI, energy resources, etc. 

										Let's take China, Russia, US - none have interest in AFG being failed state										Ignore both goal is to reduce US influence, and failure

										Yet havent' come together 

										No pooling of resource, capabilties, leverage, and influence 

										Why not? What exaplins this?

										Look here … stuff wrong with AFG…. All have motivation. Not each has capability 

										So, why no coordinated action?

										Think about how that would have to go 

										For example, China in better position to invest in AFG, more individual motivation, BRI etc. 

										Why is US not supporting China in doing that?

										B/c that influences this interes of the US which is to contain China 

										We catagoeirze interests here

										just b/c states share interests doesn't mean they are aligned

										int'l influence -- US wants to maintain, China/Russia want to unrcease theirs and reduce US

										ability to achieve those interests is incomptaoible

										Shamelessly play to topic -- that's why this project is so important b/c up until now, no global perpsective 

										Can't understand behavior of major powers if don't consider global interests, objectives, and associated strategy 

										What are 4-5 main things pulling AFG down

										things stopping from going up 

										THEN think about who has motivation to remove barriers and motivation to reinforce buffers to going down 

										Who has got the capabilties 

										Global stuff largely revolve around influence --> 

										Change prestige to influence in list of 5 

										economic shocks?

										which can be influenced by external actors?

										Intro: pathways stuff 

										happy explain more later 
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